
Content 

Overview
Small Steps Resources links GCSE Pod link

1

English 

Language - 

Paper 1 Reading 

carefully - Q1

1. Read a practice text and check your knowledge of key words

2. Complete a 'list 4 things' question

3. Repeat these steps with various fiction texts

Practice texts are in class or on SMHW

2

English 

Language Paper 

1 Q2 & Q4

1. Use the 'Paper 1 reminders' sheet or a practice paper to remind yourself of the 

steps for each question

2. Revise key language techniques (SPOAM)

3. Read a practice text and label any language techniques

4. Practice writing an answer in the time frame (10 mins for Q2 & 20 mins for Q4)

5. Bring your responses in to your teacher to check

Practice texts are in class or on SMHW

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z

x7cmnb/revision/1

https://members.gcsepod.c

om/shared/podcasts/title/1

4256/85124

3

English 

Language Paper 

1 Q3

1. Use the paper 1 reminders sheet or a practice paper to remind yourself of the 

question

2. Revise structural techniques (exposition etc, foreshadowing, focus, shift)

3. Use a practice question to spot structural techniques; you can also do this with 

films

4. Practice completing a response in the time (10 mins)

5. Bring this in for your teacher to check 

Practice texts are in class or on SMHW

https://members.gcsepod.c

om/shared/podcasts/title/1

4256/85130

4

English 

Language Paper 

1 Section B - 

techniques & 

punctuation

1. Recap expectations for question 5 paper 1

2. Learn drop, shift, zoom, link

3. Create some similes, metaphors etc. for your story

4. Use the worksheets or bitesize to recap punctuation

5. Practice writing sentences with difficult punctuation

Practice texts are in class or on SMHW

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z

c2sv4j/revision/1

https://members.gcsepod.c

om/shared/podcasts/title/1

4257/85133

https://members.gcsepod.c

om/content?subject_id=60

61&exam_board_id=1010&

topic_id=9380

5

English 

Language Paper 

1 Section B - 

paragraphs and 

sentences

1. Revise how to use paragraphs

2. Revise the different sentence types

3. Practice writing a response in the time (45 mins)

4. Bring this in for your teacher to check 

Practice texts are in class or on SMHW

https://members.gcsepod.c

om/shared/podcasts/title/1

4257/85133

6

English 

Language - 

Paper 2 Reading 

carefully - Q1

1. Read a practice text and check your knowledge of key words

2. Complete a 'list 4 things' question

3. Repeat these steps with various non-fiction texts

Practice texts are in class or on SMHW

English
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7

English 

Language Paper 

2 Q3

1. Use your paper 2 reminders sheet or a practice paper to remind you of this 

question

2. Check you know what 'language' means and how to structure this question

3. Revise DAFOREST techniques and practice spotting them

4 Practice a response in the time limit (12 - 15 mins)

5. Bring this in for your teacher to check

Practice texts are in class or on SMHW

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z

x7cmnb/revision/2

https://members.gcsepod.c

om/shared/podcasts/title/1

4256/85129

8

English 

Language Paper 

2 Q2 & 4

1. Use your paper 2 reminders sheet or a practice paper to remind you of this 

question

2. Check you know what 'summary' means and how to structure this question

3. Check you can identify the writer's viewpoint and complete a plan for Q4

4. Practice a response in the time limit (10 mins for Q2 & 15 mins for Q4)

5. Bring this in for your teacher to check

Practice texts are in class or on SMHW

https://members.gcsepod.c

om/shared/podcasts/title/1

4256/85125

9

English 

Language Paper 

2 Section B - 

techniques

1. Recap expectations for question 5 paper 2

2. Plan a response with 3 clear response

3. Create some DAFOREST for your article

4. Practice writing a response in the time (45 mins)

5. Bring this in for your teacher to check 

Practice texts are in class or on SMHW

https://members.gcsepod.c

om/shared/podcasts/title/1

4258/85135

Additional Info: you have past papers available for English Language. Pleaes collect these from your class teacher if you need them. 
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